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• Topic based meta-analyses:
• Location based meta-analyses:
META-ANALYSES
“Working Memory”derive brain regions consistently found across studies investigating a specific behavioral function
• Topic based meta-analyses:
derive brain regions consistently found across studies 
investigating a specific behavioral function
• Location based meta-analyses:
derive brain regions consistently found to activate together 
with a specific region across studies investigating different 
behavioral functions
META-ANALYSES
• Topic based meta-analyses:
derive brain regions consistently found across studies
investigating a specific function
• Location based meta-analyses:
META-ANALYSES











Estimation of fiber 
direction
E.g. : probabilistic 
diffusion tractography
Functional:
Functional MRI & PET
Resting state fMRI











Correlation in signal 
fluctuations











• Co-activations consistently found across different 
experiments








Aggregation of activation experiments
Genon et al., 2018, TICS 
BrainMap: 
























• Identification of all experiments activating the seed region
• General and specific inclusion/exclusion criteria
• Extraction of all coordinates reported in identified experiments
• Performing a meta-analysis across identified experiments
MACM : WORKFLOW
CO-ACTIVATION OF LEFT M1
Which brain regions are 
functionally connected to left M1 ?
• Identify all experiments activating the seed region
155 experiments activating left M1
Co-activation of left M1
Co-activation of left M1
• Extract all coordinates
~2200 activation foci
Co-activation of left M1
• Extract all coordinates from 155 experiments
• Perform a meta-analysis across identified 
experiments
Network significantly co-activating with M1
CO-ACTIVATION OF LEFT M1
COMPARISON TO 




• Co-activations consistently found across different 
experiments








è Functional connectivity to parcellate the brain 
CONNECTIVITY BASED PARCELLATION
(CBP)





•Perform a MACM analysis for every individual voxel of 
the ROI
à Connectivity matrix: Probability of co-activation for every voxel of the ROI 
with all voxels of the brain
•Examination of distances in connectivity between 
each pair of voxels within the VOI
à (Dis)Similarity matrix: Correspondence between profiles
•Clustering: e.g. K-mean clustering
MACM-CBP : WORKFLOW
MACM-CBP OF DORSAL PREMOTOR CORTEX 
(PMD)
Are there functionally distinct 
subregions within the dorsal 
premotor cortex ROI ?
MACM-CBP OF PMD
For each VOI voxel: 
• Identification of all experiments activating that voxel
• Computation of across-experiment convergence of co-
activations
• Perform a MACM analysis for every individual voxel of 
the PMd ROI 
MACM-CBP OF PMD
For each VOI voxel: 
• Its connectivity profile (fingerprint)
• Perform a MACM analysis for every individual voxel of 
the PMd ROI 
Connectivity between ROI voxel  „x“ and brain voxel „y“
è connectivity matrix
MACM-CBP OF PMD
• Calculation of distance in connectivity between
each voxel pair of the PMd
- Voxels with similar co-activation
patternsà same cluster




What are the connectivity differences
driving this parcellation?
MACM-CBP OF PMD








Left PMd: Genon et al., 
NeuroImage 2018
Right PMd: Genon et 
al., Cerebral Cortex 
2017
dmPFC: Eickhoff et al., 
Cerebral Cortex 2015
Right PMd: Genon et al., 
Cerebral Cortex 2017
Cerebellum: Riedel et 
al., NeuroImage 2015
DATABASE FOR META-ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Meta-analytic maps are openly shared through the ANIMA 
database: http://anima.fz-juelich.de
•Topic based meta-analyses: identify networks 
associated to a specific behavioural function
•Location based meta-analyses: identify networks 
co-activating with a specific region across different 
behavioral functions
•Meta-analytic connectivity modeling offers an 
approach to task-based functional connectivity
•Co-activation based parcellation enables to 
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è Search for several k: 
e.g.: 2 -> 8 
How many 
clusters?
CBP: HOW MANY CLUSTERS ?
k = 2 k = 3 k = 6
CBP: HOW MANY CLUSTERS ?
Information theory consistency separation
